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Talking tom and friends fanon wiki

Talking Tom and Friends: Family Fun is the sequel to Talking Tom and Friends: Cats Arena. It was decided to have 5 seasons or more. It was confirmed on September 30, 2023, with Trailer on November 14, 2023 and released on December 10, 2023. Anime Cool BrosSarah MashickDaniel RomePushpa SinghPatrick Explin Anime Cool BrosSamuel
HendersonMichael Gomen NetflixPoPAnime Cool TVKids Channel PoPAnime Cool TVKids Channel Talking Tom and Friends: Cats Arena Talking Tom and Friends: Best Gang Contents[show] Storyline Edit Season 1 Edit The most sought-after villains Roy and Smoky are caught. Friends enjoy their daily lives. But that doesn't mean the end! There are
others! Season 2 Edit Friends have finally beaten the CEO of Evil and are looking forward to their adventures. So far, enemies are still targeting Tom. But this time... It's Becca! Season 3 Edit The awesome gang has enjoyed everything so far! Classic-romance to spooky-comedy. Now they are starting to find more. Unexpectedly, someone new and old
attacks! Season 4 Edit Roy who has returned, is back with his evil brain. While Tom and the others are having fun! What kind of bad luck does Roy come from? Season 5 Edit A new neighbor is in town and is again Tom's enemy. But he seems smarter and much sneakier than the other enemies. But still, our gang keeps having fun! Season 6 Edit Talking Tom
and Friends have fun and friendship as always. New adventures appear in each episode. But... why is Talking Tom so depressed and worried? Season 7 Edit The tape never stops! They have now defeated tons of enemies. But... there are still many sworn enemies in battle. Follow the exciting adventures of Talking Tom and Friends! Characters Edit Seasons
Edit Season 1 (2023) Season 2 (2023-24) Season 3 (2024) Season 4 (2024-25) Season 5 (2025-26) Season 6 (2,026) Episodes Edit Season 1 Change Season 2 Change Season 3 Change Season 4 Change Season 5 Change Season 6 Change Season 7 Edit Trivia Edit Season 6 is the first season to have a trailer for Finale and time difference for 2 weeks
of episode 20-26 (Final). Trailers Edit Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Talking Tom and Friends is an animated series (or reality show, as Tom calls it in the pilot episode of the series) by Outfit7. It has a season 1 of 52 episodes, an 8-episode miniseries and second season with 52 episodes. Season 3 began airing
on May 16, 2019 and is currently on hiatus, but the episodes are still premiering. The series began on April 30, 2015. On December 23, 2014, the Christmas audition (otherwise known as a pilot) began. On the day of the broadcast of Man on the Moon on August 13, 2015, the series was on a mid-season break. The returned to YouTube on October 8, 2015,
starting with the episode Man on the Moon 2. Live Streams are created, in which each episode is played several times. Content[show] Description Edit The series follows Tom's Talking and the daily lives of his friends. Tom and Ben are constantly developing mobile apps and other inventions to achieve glory fortune and try to show the world, but he always
turns against him. Season 1 (December 23, 2014-December 22, 2016) Season 2 (June 15, 2017-March 8, 2018) Season 3 (May 10, 2018-December 27, 2018) Season 4 (May 16, 2019-March 27 2020 Season 5 (May 8, 2020-April 23, 2021 Characters Edit Key Characters Edit Recurring Characters Edit CEO - Brian Stack Darren - George Back Rhonda - Lisa
Schwartz The Landlord - Dave Willis Xenon - Robin Reed Ricki De Luna - Carlos Alazraqui Ms. Vanthrax - Laraine Newman Dr. Internet Doctor - Tom Kenny Santa - Tom Kenny MC - James Adomian Ronnie - James Adomian Talking Roy - Tom Kenny Isabelle Goatyz- CopperCab Episodes Edit Season Episodes Premiere Finale 1 52 23 December 2014 22
December 2016 2 2017 June 2017 27 December 2018 3 16 May 2019 23 April 2 021 Other languages Edit Main article: Other Spanish languages - Hablando con Tom y amigos Portuguese - Falando Tom e Amigos Russian - Polish - Gadaj-cyy Tom i Przyjaciele Bulgarian - Turkish amici - Tom ve arkada-lar Talking Tom and Oddbods is a fanon crossover
series. The series began on August 25, 2019 and ended on January 13, 2020. Content [show] Description Change when Ben's bubbles and inventions combine, they create an alternate universe and are stuck there. They go on crazy adventures and try to find a way to escape. Seasons Edit Season 1 (August - September 2019) Season 2 (October 2019)
Season 3 (January 2020) Characters Edit Tom X Ben X Angela X Ginger-Pogo Hank X Becca Fuii Jenn - Episodes Edit Season Episodes Premiere Finale 1 10 2 August 2019 September 4, 2019 2 10 October 6, 2019 October 16, 2019 3 10 January 2020 13 January 2020 Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. 2 A B C D
D E F G H I J L L M N O P R S T U W Z View source Share Welcome to the Talking Tom and Friends Fanon Wiki! Hello and welcome to Talking Tom and Friends Fanon Wiki! Here you can write fanfics and more! Explore Add a photo to this Gallery About Talking Tom and Friends is an animated web series by Outfit7 Limited, based on the multimedia
franchise of the same name. The show was produced by the Austrian animation studio 'arx anima' during the first three seasons. In season 4, it is produced by the animation studio People Moving Pixels. It was released on YouTube on April 30, 2015. Turner Broadcasting System Europe acquired the UK television rights to Talking Tom and Friends, and the
show premiered on Boomerang UK on 5 September 2016, and pop UK in April 2018. The second season aired on June 15, 2017 and the third season aired on May 10, 2018. The premise The series follows Talking Tom and the daily life of his friends. Tom and Ben develop mobile applications and other inventions that they are trying to show the world. Tom
(voiced by Colin Hanks), a grey tabby cat. He develops applications with Ben and prefers to be on the commercial side of things. Hank describes Talking Tom as mischievous, mischievous, energetic and trying to do things; the leader of his band who likes to have fun. Ben (voiced by James Adomian), a brown dog and Tom's best friend. He likes to invent
things and work on applications, focusing on technical aspects such as computer programming. Adomian describes Talking Ben as the brains of the group, very serious, but freaks out a lot. Angela (voiced by Lisa Schwartz), a white cat who is Tom's girlfriend. She aspires to be a singer. Schwartz describes her as super fun and girly, and a little shy, other
times outgoing. It was Schwartz's first lead role, and she had the advantage of singing a lot. Even if she is not a singer. Ginger (voiced by Maria Bamford) a young orange and white cat and Tom's neighbor. In the first season, he said he is the second richest family in town. Bamford loves it when the voice is all in the room together for recording. Hank (voiced
by Tom Kenny), a white dog with a blue spot around his left eye and blue paws. He's Tom's roommate and best friend. He loves TV sitcoms, often referring to them as they apply to their lives. Kenny describes Hank as his sweet place to make nice and stupid characters. Becca (voice of Maria Bamford), a black rabbit whose personality has not yet been
revealed. Reception Talking Tom and Friends won best animated series at the 2016 Cablefax Awards. This greenlit ad from Season 2 of the series, to premiere on June 15, 2017. Wiki family community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Unknown parentsAngela (girlfriend / future woman) The 20 animal friends group Tom is a gray
male tabby cat and the protagonist of most of the shows canon and baleen. He was the first character to be released by Outfit7. Tom's appearance is a grey tabby cat with green eyes, with dark pink inner ears and nose. he, like most of the group, normally does not wear clothes, except for a few occasions. Tom Personality is a very ambitious and
adventurous person, suggesting ideas that people would see as crazy or good at first that slowly spirals towards chaos. He takes risks when he sees them as an opportunity to make him rich or famous or better yet, both. He is the leader of the group, others even follow him with doubts. He is very confident and charismatic about himself, using every possible
opportunity to compliment himself, but he also takes note of the abilities and talents of others and can praise them or sometimes be jealous of them. Although he may be careless, he is kind to his friends and is willing to lend a hand. Sometimes, giving them advice when they ask. Biography I am a grey cat. I live a fun and colorful life... and yet this video is in
black white for some reason?! I'm a cat at the top of the world. And yet there are minor troubles to my existence. Like when I'm given semi-skimmed milk...... when I ask full. My thumbs are not opposable...... Oh, wait...... I have friends ...... but they are too gaseous... if only he ate anything other than baked My job is to imitate ... it's a pretty cool actually, great
benefits, you know...... if my tail wags, it's a reflex action. Yes... maybe my batteries are just running out...... I'm haunted... But... not literally. That would be scary. I'm a gray cat...... I'm Tom. 'Talking Tom, Best internet spoofs parodies
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